
JO (JOSEPHINE) MARCH FROM LITTLE WOMEN is brilliant and a free spirit: a tomboy, confident, 

courageous, daring, outspoken, brave, loyal, feisty, quirky, honest, and authentic. 

Her opinions about society are eccentric as she is a very opinionated feminist. She did not like the ideal 

mindset that nineteenth-century women were subjected to that love is all a woman is meant for.  

She's very ambitious, loves the process of creating imaginary worlds and hopes to write a great novel 

when she grows up. 

 

WHAT QUALITIES DOES HE/SHE HAVE THAT HELPED HIM OR HER  TACKLE THE OBSTACLES  

ENCOUNTERED? 

 

 The charm of Little Women was never really about the relationships at all; Jo’s fight to remain fearlessly 

herself in a man’s world and to achieve her dream of a writer’s life against all obstacles— that was the 

real love story. 

 

She belonged to a relatively poor family. So, Meg(her elder sister) and Jo had to take up the 

responsibility of looking after their younger sisters Beth and Amy. Also, they had to take up outside jobs 

to run their household, something a bit bizarre for a young lady to do in the nineteenth century. 

  

Jo had a 'hot temper' which often lead her into trouble. With the help of her impolitic sense of humor, 

her sister Beth and her mother, she worked on controlling it.  

 

Qualities like being true to herself, being self-aware, being responsible for her family, and with the help 

of her mother and sister, she tackled all these obstacles. 

 

HOW DID THEY LEARN FROM THEIR DIFFICULT STIUATION? 

Jo gives us a portrait of the character as an ambitious and ultimately successful writer. The costs of her 

rise are made clear; she drives herself mercilessly and experiences the isolation. 

 

After the loss of her childhood and her beloved sister, Jo was devastated, then she heels herself with her 

creativity and pen, and paper. 

 

In the end, Jo comes across her womanly side, she also figures out how to draw a parallel between her 

aspiring nature with the constraints placed on nineteenth-century women. 



 

WHAT TRAITS WOULD YOU HAVE YOURSELF THAT THEY ALSO HAVE?  WHAT SKILLS WOULD YOU LIKE TO 

LEARN TO MAKE YOU A BETTER ENTREPRENEUR? 

Jo has always been my favorite March sister. I love her headstrong nature. 

All of us, tend to put a lot more stress on our flaws and the need to be perfect which holds us back. She 

has made peace with her flaws and is the most comfortable in her skin. 

   

What I learned the most from Jo’s example, and Frederick Bhaer’s advice is simple: "chase your dreams 

in a way that will make you proud—not the random critic who feels entitled to have an opinion about 

your work and your worth. Staying loyal to your deepest convictions and accepting criticism from only 

those you truly respect can lead to successes to be proud of." 

 

She inspires me to become a strong, independent woman who chases her dreams and remain authentic. 

I would like to develop skills like discipline, time-management, patience, decisiveness, being a good 

listener, and being a lot more confident to be a better entrepreneur. 


